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Abstract 
The Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) is an augmentation of the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) to allow for precision approach and landing 
at airports. Stanford University has, with support from U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), developed a real time prototype of the LAAS Ground 
Facility (LGF) known as the Integrity Monitor Testbed (IMT). It is used to 
evaluate whether the LGF can meet the integrity and continuity requirements 
that apply to aircraft Category I precision approach (i.e. close to the runway, 
but non-zero visibility).  The first generation IMT system was designed in the 
mid-1990s. Since that date computational power and, to a somewhat lesser 
extent, receiver technology has evolved dramatically. The dated processing 
platform and Radio Frequency (RF) hardware limit further progress. 
Therefore, a transition to a new and improved system is needed to further 
continue development and testing for Category I precision approach and to use 
as a starting point for Category II/III LGF development.   

This thesis describes the design goals and motivation behind the second-
generation IMT system, known as IMT2. The hardware upgrade involves new 
L1/L2 antennas, low-loss antenna cables, new L1 and L2-upgradeable GPS 
receivers, and a new computer platform. Considerable effort was placed on the 
computer platform as this is the element that has experienced the most 
advanced since the first prototype.  The computer platform was designed to 
provide additional flexibility, incorporated new GPS hardware, and enhance 
the development environment.  One key element of the upgrade has been the 
addition of new software to communicate with the receivers.  This function, 
known as Signal-in-Space Receive and Decode 2 (SISRAD2), is now a modular 
means of integrating different receiver types, providing synchronization of 
receiver measurement packets, and fits the measurement packets into a single 
IMT2 data format. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) augments the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) and together with Wide Area Augmentation System 
(WAAS) it is designed to be the next generation precision approach and landing 
system for aircrafts at airports in U.S. LAAS is a ground-based differential GPS 
system that broadcast a correction message via very high frequency (VHF) radio 
data link to aircraft approaching the airport. Stanford University has been, with 
support from U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), designing, 
implementing and testing a LAAS ground system prototype, known as the 
Integrity Monitor Testbed (IMT) since the mid 1990’s [9, 10]. It is used to evaluate 
whether the LGF can meet the integrity and continuity requirements that apply to 
aircraft Category I precision approach.  

The first generation IMT hardware platform was originally designed in 
early 1990, and since that date, computer power and receiver technology has 
evolved dramatically. The dated processing platform and RF hardware limits 
further progress. Therefore, a transition to a new and improved system is needed 
for further development and testing for Category I precision approach and to use as 
a starting point for Category II/III LGF development. 

1.2 Purpose  
The purpose of this work is to perform the transition to the second 

generation Integrity Monitor Testbed, IMT2. The work involves procurement and 
installation of new antennas, antenna cables, GPS receivers, a computer platform 
and an operating system. The communication between the PC and the GPS 
receivers in IMT2 is to be a standard serial link and additional software to 
synchronize and transfer messages is required. The design and implementation of 
this software component, known as SISRAD2, is a large majority of the transition 
to the IMT2 platform.  

1.3 Limitations  
The Integrity Monitor Testbed is fairly complex and the algorithms for the 

differential and integrity processing have evolved over a many years and continue 
to be updated by other developers. Only a limited understanding of their 
theoretical basis can be expected and will not be detailed here since the focus will 
be on the hardware prototype implementation aspects and the related software 
interfacing. 

1.4 Outline 
This report has three main sections. Introduction and background are 

provided in chapter two along with first parts of chapter three and chapter four. 
The specific contribution of this thesis work to the Stanford IMT system is 
discussed in the latter half of chapter three as well as chapters five and six. 
Conclusions and future work are discussed in chapter six.  

An outline of the material in the various chapters is presented below: 



 

 

 Chapter two provides a basic introduction to navigation focusing on 
the Global Positioning System (GPS) and differential GPS. concepts. 
Parameters associated with of aircraft approaches and landings 
systems are introduced and two U.S. GPS based aircraft navigation 
systems are discussed: Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 
and Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS). 

 Chapter three describes what the Integrity Monitor Testbed (IMT) is 
and its purpose. The first generation IMT is analyzed and goals of 
the new IMT2 platform are discussed.  

 Chapter four introduces serial communication in detail since it is an 
essential element of the required GPS receiver interface. 

 Chapter five discusses the design and implementation of the GPS 
receiver interface together with some results. 

 Chapters six holds the conclusion and future work. 

 Chapter seven has a list of all references. 

 Appendix A has a list of abbreviations used. 

 Appendix B has a programming example on how a function pointer is 
dynamically bound to a C struct, which is used in the SISRAD2 
software component. 

 Appendix C contains a C header file with the format of the IMT 
messages specified. 



 

 

2 Navigation Systems 
This chapter provides a short introduction to navigation systems and 

explains the U.S. space based Global Positioning System (GPS) and Differential 
GPS (DGPS) in more detail. Aircraft precision approach using GPS is discussed 
and two U.S. augmentation systems, Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 
and Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS), are introduced.  It should be noted 
that this work focuses on LAAS. Material in the first two sections is derived from 
references [1, 2, 4] and most material in section 2.3 is from [8]. 

2.1 Introduction 
Navigation is defined as the science of getting from one place to another. 

Navigations aids can be simple, like a compass or more complex like GPS (using an 
electronic ranging signal). The compass belongs to the sub-class inertial navigation 
aids, which use the laws of physics to indicate, for example, in which direction 
north is. The transmission of electronic ranging signals is referred to as 
radionavigation aids and they can be categorized as either ground-based or space-
based.  

Ground-based or terrestrial systems have transmitters placed on earth and 
have accuracies that are roughly proportional to their working frequency. Higher 
frequencies have better accuracy but shorter range (requires line-of-sight) while 
lower frequencies has wider range but less accuracy. OMEGA is one example of a 
globally available terrestrial navigation system using 8 ground-based transmitters 
operating in the very low frequency (VLF) band (3-30 kHz). The U.S Navy 
maintained OMEGA until it was shutdown in 1997 as it was considered redundant 
with the presence of the Global Positioning System (GPS). Another example of a 
ground-based navigation system still operational is LOng RAnge Navigation 
(LORAN-C). It is working at a slightly higher frequency (100 kHz) then OMEGA 
and is available in USA, Europe, and Russia. Further reading about OMEGA, 
LORAN-C and other terrestrial navigation systems can be found in [1].  

2.2 Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) 
Space-based navigation systems have been developed since the 1960’s and 

the transmitters are satellites that reside in orbits around the Earth. The 
transmitters, or satellites, are commonly referred to as space vehicles (SV). The 
first system was a U.S. developed system called Transit, which became operational 
1964. Russia had a similar system called Tsikada and both systems provided a two 
dimensional position but the performance was limited. The time to obtain a 
position fix varied with latitude and took, on average, about 15 minutes but could 
be as long as 110 minutes. The shortcomings of these systems lead to the 
development of the U.S Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Russian Global 
Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). GLONASS is operational today, but 
many satellites are malfunctioning and the system will not be described further 
here. A discussion about development of space-based navigation systems can be 
found in [2]. Europe and the European Union (EU) are currently developing their 
own space based system called GALILEO and it is supposed to be operational in 
2005-2008. More reading can be found in [3]  

GPS is further discussed in the following sections but the techniques applied 
to GPS are also valid for other space-based navigation systems. 



 

 

2.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
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Figure 1 Global Positioning System satellite constellation ([18]) 

GPS is developed and maintained by U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and 
has been fully operational since 1992. GPS provides accurate, continuous, world-
wide three-dimensional positioning, velocity and time to users with the appropriate 
receiving equipment. The system can provide service to an unlimited number of 
users since the user receivers are passive (i.e receiving only, and are not required 
to do any type of transmitting). The GPS system has three segments [4, 21]:  

 Space segment: It is designed with 24 satellites arranged in 6 orbital planes 
with 4 satellites in each plane approximately 20000 km above Earth. The 
actual number of satellites at the time of this writing is 27 and more are 
planned for launch. The extra satellites provide improved accuracy, 
increased availability and continuity (back-up in case of failure). 

 Ground segment: A worldwide control/monitoring network that observes the 
health and status of every satellite. The network also uploads navigation 
data and other information to the satellites. 

 User segment: Receiver equipment that can acquire and track the GPS 
signal. The distance to at least four satellites must be calculated 
simultaneously to determine the receivers three dimensional (X,Y,Z) 
position, velocity and GPS time (T). 

One-way time of arrival (TOA) ranging is the basis for the GPS system. All 
satellites are broadcasting synchronized ranging codes and navigation data on two 
frequencies, L1 at 1575.42 MHz and L2 at 1227.6 MHz. The data is encoded with a 
technique known as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), which means that all 
satellite broadcast on the same carrier frequency but a unique code, or repetitive 
sequence of bits, for each satellite is encoded with the signal. The ranging codes are 
known and the receiver can replicate then allowing demodulation of the data from 
specific satellites. The navigation data message contains variables required to 
compute the satellite position in space and very accurate timing as to when the 
message was broadcasted. By calculating the difference between when the message 
was sent and when it was received, the pseudorange, or distance, to the satellite 
can be determine which is the basis for the position solution. The GPS signal 
structure is quite complex, and for further information refer to [12]. 



 

 

GPS was designed as a military system with two services, Standard 
Precision Service (SPS) for civilian users and Precise Positioning Server (PPS) for 
military users. The PPS is accurate to 22 meters in the horizontal plane and 25 
meters in the vertical plane. The accuracy of SPS was initially about 100 meters in 
the horizontal plane and 156 meters in the vertical plane because of Selective 
Availability (SA). SA was an intentional error source incorporated by Department 
of Defense (DoD) in the atomic clock of the satellites to degrade the performance for 
civilian users. In May 2000 SA was turned off, and today, SPS has almost the 
same performance as PPS. 

An error source budget for GPS SPS is summarized in Table 1 [4]. With SA 
off, the largest error source is the ionosphere. The accuracy of stand-alone GPS 
SPS today is about 25 meters in the horizontal plane and 43 meters in the vertical 
plane. This is still is inadequate for precision navigation applications such as 
aircraft approaches.  

 

 
Segment Source 

 
Error Source 

GPS SPS  
1 σ error (m) 

Space Satellite clock stability 3.0 

 Satellite perturbations 1.0 

 (Selective Availability (SA) 32.3) 

 Other (thermal radiation, etc.) 0.5 

Control Ephemeris prediction error 4.2 

 Other (thruster performance, etc.) 0.9 

User Ionospheric delay 5.0 

 Tropsoheric delay 1.5 

 Receiver noise and resolution 1.5 

 Multipath 2.5 

 Other (interchannel bias etc) 0.5 

System Error Total without SA (root-sum-
squared) 

8.0 

Table 1 GPS SPS Pseudorange error budget ([4]) 

With a full constellation of 24 satellites GPS is available on a global basis to 
users that have a clear sky (line-of-sight to at least four satellites) 24 hours a day. 
Users that reside in urban or canyon areas have problems due to the line-of-sight 
requirement of the GPS signal and different techniques for detecting attenuated 
signals is discussed in [19] 

Integrity is the ability to provide information to users when the system 
should not be used. For GPS, integrity problems can occur in the satellite clock, 
satellite ephemeris and at the ground control segment (human, hardware or 
software errors). The GPS signal has not been built to provide integrity and as 
such for safety critical systems it is insufficient and additional methods have to be 
incorporated. 

 



 

 

2.2.2 Differential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS) 

Today, GPS SPS provide an accuracy of about 25 meters in the horizontal 
plane and 43 meters in the vertical plane [4]. This is insufficient for many 
applications such as marine harbor navigation and aircraft landing. Differential 
GPS improves the accuracy of stand alone GPS and removes common errors from 
two or more receivers that are viewing the same satellites. The idea behind 
differential positioning is to correct bias errors at one location with measured bias 
errors at a known position. 

 
Figure 2 Differential GPS ([5]) 

The basic of DGPS is to have at least one reference receiver with its precise 
position known, and one or more receivers called rovers or users that can establish 
a communication link to the reference receiver. The reference receiver makes GPS 
code-based pseudorange measurements, just as any other normal receiver, but 
since its true position is known the error of that measurement can be determined. 
The error includes ionosphere, troposphere and satellite clock and ephemeris 
errors. For each satellite these errors, called differential corrections, are 
transmitted to users within the coverage area of the reference receiver. It is 
important to recognize that differential systems cannot correct errors due to 
multipath or receiver noise. 

Carrier-based measurements of the pseudorange can also be used to supply 
submeter accuracy [21]. The technique utilizes the L1 (and/or L2) carrier frequency 
and keeps track of the changes in the carrier phase due to the Doppler frequency 
(the satellite is moving in the sky, which causes a Doppler phenomena on the 
carrier frequency). The L1 carrier has a wavelength of 19 cm and if the number of 
whole carrier cycles and the resulting carrier phase between the user and the SV 
can be determined, the pseudorange can be measured very accurate. The receiver 
can measure the carrier phase but the challenge is to resolve the number of whole 
carrier cycles between antennas, known as resolving the carrier-cycle integer 
ambiguity (N). A differential system with a know baseline (distance) between two 
antennas helps to quickly resolve the value of N. 



 

 

 
Figure 3 Resolving Differential GPS integer cycle ambiguity ([5]) 

More reference receivers provide more accurate differential corrections. 
Differential systems can be categorized as either Local Area Differential GPS 
(LADGPS) or Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS).  

Local area systems (LADGPS) require the reference receiver and the user to 
be within about a 30 km range. The reference station only broadcast differential 
corrections that are valid in that area, i.e. the reference station and the user must 
be viewing the relatively same ionosphere and troposphere errors (atmosphere 
delay).  

Wide area systems (WADGPS) broadcast a vector of corrections that are 
valid for the entire service area of the system. The corrections are functions of 
longitude and latitude. Given the users approximate position, the differential 
corrections valid in that area can be determined.  

 
Segment Source 

 
Error Source 

GPS SPS  
1 σ error (m) 

DGPS 
1 σ error (m) 

Space Satellite clock stability 3.0 0 

 Satellite perturbations 1.0 0 

 (Selective Availability (SA) 32.3 0) 

 Other (thermal radiation, etc.) 0.5 0 

Control Ephemeris prediction error 4.2 0 

 Other (thruster performance, etc.) 0.9 0 

User Ionospheric delay 5.0 0 

 Tropsoheric delay 1.5 0 

 Receiver noise and resolution 1.5 2.1 

 Multipath 2.5 2.5 

 Other (interchannel bias etc) 0.5 0.5 

System Error Total without SA (root-sum-
squared) 

8.0 3.3 

Table 2 Differential GPS Pseudorange error budget ([4]) 

Table 2 shows a typical LADGPS pseudorange error budget [4]. One of the 
largest error sources in a differential system is multipath [21]. Multipath is a 



 

 

signal reflection from nearby buildings or other surfaces. Special design of 
antennas and correlator techniques in the receiver can be used to minimize 
multipath but it can never be totally eliminated. Many GPS receivers use a 
technique known as ‘Carrier Phase Smoothing’ to minimize multipath. The carrier 
phase measurement is less sensitive to multipath and it can be used to smooth the 
code-based pseudorange to decrease time varying effects of multipath and yield 
more consistent results over time. 

 
Figure 4 Multipath of a GPS signal ([18]) 

 

2.3 GPS-based Aircraft Approach and Landing Systems 
Aircraft navigation and any other safety critical system rely on four 

important requirements [7]:  

 Accuracy: The difference between the measured position at any given time 
to the actual or true position. 

 Integrity: The ability of a system to provide timely warnings to users or to 
shut itself down when it should not be used for navigation. 

 Continuity: The likelihood that the accuracy and integrity requirements are 
met for the duration of the intended operation. 

 Availability: The ability of a system to be used for navigation whenever it is 
needed by the users, basically meet the accuracy, integrity and continuity 
requirements of the navigation service. 

Aircraft precision approach and landing are classified into three different 
classes, Category I (CAT I), Category II (CAT II) and Category III (CAT III). 
Decision height and runway visibility are the two parameters that defines the 
three categories the weather conditions determines the category used. Table 3 
specifies the requirements of the landing system.  



 

 

Item CAT I CAT II CAT III 

Decision Height 60+m 60+m 0-30 m 

Runway Visibility 600 m 330 m 0-100 m 

Vertical Accuracy (95%) 5 m 2.5 m 2.5 m 

Continuity 10-5/app 10-5/app 10-7/30 s 

Integrity 4*10-8/app 4*10-8/app 4*10-9/app 

Availability 0.999 0.999 0.999 

Vertical Alert Limit 10 m 5.3 m 5.3 m 

Time to Alarm 6 s 2 s 2 s 

Table 3 Required Navigation Performance ([7]) 

The basic GPS service fails to meet the accuracy, availability and integrity 
requirements critical to safety of flight and augmentation systems must be 
provided if GPS is to be used as primary means of aircraft enroute flight 
navigation, precision approaches and landings. 

2.3.1 Wide Area Navigation System (WAAS) 

 
Figure 5 Wide Area Augmentation System ([22]) 

WAAS is a safety-critical navigation system that will allow GPS to be used 
as a primary means of navigation for enroute travel and non-precision approaches 
in the U.S., as well as for Category I (CAT I) precision approaches to selected 
airports throughout the U.S. [22]. The WAAS is based on a network of 25 ground 
reference stations that covers a very large service area. The WAAS Master Station 
(WMS) calculates correction algorithms and assesses the integrity of the system. A 
correction message is prepared and uplinked to a geostationary satellite (always at 
the same place above earth) via a ground uplink system. The correction message is 
then broadcast on the same frequency as GPS (L1, 1575.42 MHz) to be received by 
WAAS capable receivers (the data encoding is different compare to GPS navigation 
data) on board aircraft within the broadcast coverage area of the WAAS. 



 

 

2.3.2 Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) 

User 
(airplane)

Space Segment (GPS)

Local Ground Facility

User 
(airplane)

Space Segment (GPS)

Local Ground Facility
 

Figure 6 Local Area Augmentation System ([23]) 

Another U.S augmentation system for the GPS signal is the Local Area 
Augmentation System (LAAS). The LAAS is intended to complement the WAAS 
and function together to supply users of the U.S. National Air Space (NAS) with 
seamless satellite-based navigation for all phases of flight. In practical terms, this 
means that at locations where the WAAS is unable to meet existing navigation and 
landing requirements (such as availability), the LAAS will be used to fulfill those 
requirements. In addition, the LAAS will meet the more stringent Category II/III 
requirements that exist at selected locations throughout the U.S. It is fully 
expected that the end-state configuration will pinpoint the aircraft's position to 
within one meter or less and at a significant improvement in service flexibility and 
user operating costs. 



 

 

3 Integrity Monitor Testbed (IMT) 
Section 3.1 provide basic background to the LAAS Local Ground Facility 

(LGF) and section 3.2 discuss the architecture of the Integrity Monitor Testbed. 
Materials of the first two sections come from references [9, 10, 14]. Section 3.3 and 
3.4 was discussed in the initial phase of the project and has evolved over the 
project time. 

3.1 LAAS Local Ground Facility (LGF) 
For LAAS the responsibility for detection and alerting space-segment and 

ground-segment failures is on the LAAS Local Ground Facility (LGF) which also is 
responsible for generating and broadcasting carrier-smoothed-code differential 
corrections and approach path information to user aircraft [8]. The LGF must 
ensure that the corrections are safe to use and if a failure occurs, the LGF must 
detect and alert the users by not broadcasting any differential corrections for the 
affected sources within three seconds. Category I precision approaches (i.e. very 
close to the runway but not zero visibility) have a six seconds time-to-alarm and 
the LAAS LGF has three of those seconds while the user-aircraft is allocated the 
other three seconds. The LGF specification defines the following six ranging source 
failure classes (section 3.2.1.2.7.3.1 of [8]). 

a) Ranging source distortions, such as 2nd-order-step “evil waveforms”. 

b) Radio frequency interference (RFI). 

c) Signal levels below certain specifications (C/No, low elevation) 

d) Code-carrier divergence. 

e) Excessive acceleration, such as step or on the rapid changes, on the 
code and/or carrier phases. 

f) Invalid or unhealthy GPS navigation data. 

The Integrity Monitor Testbed (IMT) is a LAAS ground system prototype 
that performs the necessary Signal-in-Space (SIS) integrity monitor functions. The 
IMT includes a complete set of monitoring algorithms and Executive Monitoring 
(EXM) logic to isolate failed measurements and reintroduce measurements after 
the failure is undoubtedly determined over. This prototype is being developed with 
support by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) at Stanford University to 
evaluate whether the current LAAS architecture meets the integrity requirements 
for CAT I approaches. 

3.2 IMT System Architecture 
Figure 7 shows the functional system architecture of the IMT as currently 

implemented. Boxes inside the solid line are components of the Stanford IMT 
(everything except the VHF Data Broadcast (VDB) up/downlink), boxes marked 
with dashed green (Signal Quality Receiver (SQR), Signal Quality Monitor (SQM)) 
are implemented as separate test prototype [17] and currently not integrated into 
the IMT. 
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Figure 7 Integrity Monitor Testbed functional architecture ([14]) 

The key components are: 

A.) Signal-in-Space Receive and Decode (SISRAD): The IMT uses three GPS 
receivers connected to separate surveyed (exact position known) antennas. The 
configuration of the antennas on a Stanford laboratory rooftop is shown in Figure 
8. The antennas are placed such that multipath errors will be uncorrelated [15]. 
Physical constraints on the size of the “high roof” limit the placement of antenna 1 
(A1) and 2 (A2) but earlier measurements show that the correlations between 
errors are acceptable low. The SISRAD function collects pseudorange 
measurements, carrier-phase measurements and navigation data messages from 
the three GPS receivers at a maximum of 2 Hz rate. These measurements are the 
basis of the IMT processing and generation of differential corrections. 
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Figure 8 IMT antenna configuration ([14]) 



 

 

B:) Signal Quality Receiver (SQR) and Signal Quality Monitor (SQM): These 
function to monitor the power and the code structure of received ranging signals to 
confirm that they are within allowed specifications. This function is implemented 
as a separate SQM prototype [17] and it is currently not integrated into the IMT. 
SQR consists of a modified reference receiver that report many correlations 
measurements at different chip spacings (a normal receiver does not perform 
sufficient correlation measurements for SQM analysis) that are processed by SQM 
to determine any presence of a signal failure, known as “evil wavforms”. Evil 
waveforms are generated by a digital and/or analog failure in the GPS satellite. A 
failure at a satellite should be extremely rare but has occurred and needs to be 
protected for. SQM also monitors the received signal power and code-carrier 
divergence. 

C.) Data Quality Monitoring (DQM): This function ensures that the navigation 
data (ephemeris and almanac) from each GPS satellite meet the health 
requirements defined in section 3.2 of the LGF specification [8]. DQM continually 
confirms that all elements of the navigation data are safe to use. Usually, the 
navigation data (ephemeris) is updated every two hours and DQM computes the 
position based on both the new and the old ephemeris to insure that the new 
ephemeris is consistent with the old [14]. 

D.) Smoothing: The IMT performs carrier smoothing to reduce the raw 
pseudorange measurements using a filter with a 100 second time constant. The 
pseudorange and carrier phase measurement outputs from SISRAD every 0.5 
second for every observed satellite and each reference receiver.  

E.) Measurement Quality Monitor (MQM): This function comprises of three 
detection tests [14], two that occur before smoothing and one afterward. Before the 
smoothing occurs, the last 10 epochs (5 seconds at IMT with its 2 Hz update rate) 
of carrier-phase of all satellites being tracked are fit to a 2nd order model. Two test 
statistics, accelerations test and step test, are defined to detect sudden jumps, 
steps, ramps or unexpectedly high acceleration. After smoothing is completed on 
every epoch, the MQM innovation test is conducted to confirm that the most recent 
raw pseudorange agrees with the carrier-phase projected pseudorange. 

F.) Executive Monitoring Phase 1 (EXM-1): Every monitor generates either flag 
or no flag for each satellite being tracked and each reference receiver. EXM-1 is a 
“gatekeeper” that uses these quality monitor flags to prevent unhealthy 
measurement from being used further within this epoch. EXM-1 first generates a 
detection (D) matrix and tracking (T) matrix with one entry for each of N tracked 
satellite by any of the M reference receivers (M=3 for the IMT and N ranges from 
4-12 depending on the number of visible satellites). Any flag that is generated by a 
SQM, MQM or DQM creates a flag in the D matrix and any SISRAD flag or reset 
of locktime counter from a reference receiver produces a flag in the T matrix. EXM-
1 then matches these matrices to determine what action should be taken. The 
exclusion logic is based on a combination of these three fundamental cases: 

i.) Flag on single satellite on a single reference receiver 

ii.) Flags in single satellite and multiple reference receivers 

iii.) Flags on multiple satellites on a single reference receiver. 

In Case (i) the solution is straightforward, the single flagged measurement 
is excluded, leaving two valid measurements for the affected satellite. Case (ii) and 
case (iii), where multiple flags on a single satellite or reference receiver exist, lead 
to exclusion of that satellite or receiver. Combinations of cases (ii) and (iii) can 



 

 

occur and will exclude affected satellites or receivers. The measurements that pass 
EXM-1 produce a common set, or useable set, of satellites that are further 
processed to calculate candidate corrections [14]. The common set is based on the 
largest number of satellites that pass all EXM-1 logic for three or two receivers 
(additional satellites provide more accurate corrections). 

G.) Correction Generation: This function computes candidate smoothed 
pseudorange corrections (PRsc) for each usable ranging source and each reference 
receiver: 

  SV
s

SV
sc PRRPR τ−−=       (1) 

H.) Correction Averaging: This function adjusts the receiver clock to the 
corrections caused by the local oscillator drift of each reference receiver. The clock-
adjusted corrections are calculated per satellite and receiver and referred to as 
PRsca. Then, for each satellite, all corrections are averaged into one correction as 
equation 2 shows (N number of usable satellites, M number of reference receivers, 
where M=3 for the IMT). 
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I.) Multiple Reference Consistency Check (MRCC): This function generates the 
"B-values" that are used to compare the pseudorange consistency across reference 
receivers. One B-value is calculated for every satellite in the common set and for 
every reference receiver as in equation 3 (N number of useable satellites, M 
number of reference receivers): 
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B-values are important since they provide an estimate of the pseudorange 
error under the hypothesis that a given reference receiver has failed. In case of 
failure, the best estimate of the pseudorange correction is the averaged correction 
of all reference receivers except for the failed receiver (right hand term in equation 
3). Basically, if receiver 1 is over the threshold of the B-value, then the averaged 
correction of receiver 2 and 3 should be broadcasted to the user. The threshold is 
elevation angle dependent since low elevation satellites are expected to have more 
errors (more ionosphere/troposphere to pass through). The allowable error is 
specified to be 0.5 meter for a satellite directly over the antenna (90° elevation 
angle) and 2.5 meter for a low elevation satellite (5° elevation angle) 

J.) Sigma mean (σµ) monitor: This function is designed to ensure the mean of 
distribution of the pseudorange errors are close to zero and that the standard 
deviation is bound by the broadcast sigma value [16]. 

K.) Executive Monitoring Phase 2 (EXM-2): A second phase of isolation and 
exclusion is applied to each satellite that examines the flags generated by 
correction, B-values and MRCC. The logic to handle MRCC flags is complex [14] 
and not described in detail here, but if a satellite is excluded by a MRCC flag; it 
requires the IMT to reduce the common set, re-compute corrections and B-values 
for all remaining measurements. To insure that this process is complete before the 
next epoch begins, a limit of 4 iterations is possible before it “gives up” and 
excludes all measurements. 



 

 

L.) EXM Self-Recovery: Excluded satellites and/or excluded receiver channels 
enter a self-recovery mode. When this happens, buffers with history of 
measurements are cleared and carrier smoothing is restarted. After the satellites 
enter a steady state (100 seconds are needed for the smoothing filter to stabilize), 
tightened thresholds are applied to the integrity checks and if the satellite passes 
all tests, it is reintroduced into the set of usable measurements. 

3.3 Analysis of the first generation IMT system 
The first generation IMT system was developed from a Stanford LADGPS 

flight test prototype. The hardware was designed in the mid 90’s and it has been 
used to develop the IMT algorithms and software. The IMT system consists of four 
major components: 

 Antennas and cables: The antennas are of choke ring type to minimize the 
effect of multipath. The antenna cables are 50 ohm Belden RG-8/U 9913 
and the length ranging from 40 to 100 meters. 

 GPS receivers: 3 NovAtel GPSCard 3951 L1 GPS receivers are used. These 
are mounted on a ISA card and reside inside a computer. Drivers to 
communicate with the receivers are provided by NovAtel. 

 Computer Platform: The computer platform is based on a Pentium 166 MHz 
processor running the Lynx OS version 2.5. Lynx OS is a hard real-time 
operating system.  

 Software: The software and algorithms have been developed in C and 
evolved over time and consists of 33 header files (4000 lines) and 33 source 
files (21000 lines) 

 

 

Software 
written in 

C 

 

Figure 9 First generation IMT system 

3.3.1 Issues with this system 

The hardware for the IMT system has not been improved or been updated for 
a number of years. Computer power has drastically increased and GPS receiver 
technology has evolved since this system was built. There are certain negative 
aspects associated with this system that can be summarized as follows: 



 

 

 Message order: The GPS receivers do not share any common clock but they 
synchronize themselves with GPS time which is accurate to less then half a 
micro second. Messages are requested at 2 Hz rate and the receivers ensure 
that measurements are taken at 0.5 seconds with respect to GPS time 
(triggered at transition of every whole and half GPS second). But when the 
measurements are taken, is not the same time as they will be available for 
processing in the IMT computer. There is a latency associated with every 
message in the receiver (ranging from 20 - 100 ms depending on message 
type) and there is a transfer latency to move messages from the receiver 
into the RAM of the computer. The device driver handles the low level 
communication of the ISA bus and provides a Application Programming 
Interface (API) to send/receive messages to/from the receiver. The problem 
is that the API is not designed to handle multiple receivers within the same 
ISA bus particularly well. Every message has a GPS time-stamp and the 
IMT requires that messages are delivered in-order, i.e. all messages from 
epoch K from every receiver before any message in epoch K+1 is delivered. 
Sometimes, as a result of the latency of the receiver and the device driver 
for the ISA bus, messages from one receiver can be delayed/stalled and 
suddenly at epoch K+1 a message from epoch K is delivered. The IMT code 
does not buffer messages and thus cannot handle this. 

 Develop Environment: Lynx is a real time OS, and the version used only 
provides a command line shell, lacking a window environment. This makes 
development on the IMT computer itself difficult and usually the source 
code is transferred from the IMT to a windows capable computer, edited, 
and then transferred back for compiling and testing. This is not the most 
desirable environment to work in as significant overhead is spent on 
necessary administrative tasks. To test all algorithms the IMT requires 
about a 4 hours of data and on the first generation system (Pentium 166 
processor), a 4 hour data set takes about 45 minutes to postprocess. Testing 
and debugging would be greatly improved if this could be done faster.  

 GPS Receivers and Cable losses: The receivers have been in use for many 
year and are no longer supported by NovAtel, much less being 
manufactured. GPS receiver technologies have improved significantly over 
the recent years. The cables from the antennas, especially antenna A4, are 
longer then necessary and the cable losses range from 16-26 dB. This 
degrades the signal quality and cable losses could be made smaller. 

 Outdated source code: The source code has been developed by several people 
and over several years. Source code that is not used or is outdated exists in 
the system. This increases the complexity and decreases the understanding 
of the IMT software flow. 

 Simple User Interface: The user interface is of commands line type (no other 
option available in the Lynx version used) created with the ncurses library. 
It is functional and the User Interface is not the primary purpose of the IMT 
project, but a Graphical User Interface would be desirable for 
demonstration purposes.  

The first generation IMT hardware platform has outlived its functionality and 
it is time to transition to a new, more powerful, improved platform. 



 

 

3.4 Second Generation IMT system (IMT2) 
This section describes the motivation and goals behind certain choices made 

for the implementation of the next generation IMT system. Figure 10 shows an 
illustration of the new IMT2 system.  
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Figure 10 Next generation IMT system 

3.4.1 Computer Platform 

Processors far faster then 166 MHz exist today, and although a 166 MHz 
can keep up with all integrity monitoring and computing corrections in real time, a 
faster processor would greatly improve postprocessing performance. Also, the IMT 
is a prototype used to develop, test and evaluate integrity algorithms; it is not being 
designed to be certified as a fully functional LGF system. This is important since 
off-the-shelf hardware can be used for the computer, no need for being limited to 
certified products. Several concurrent users will be doing development on the 
platform. The requirement on the computer platform can be summarized: 

 Fast Postprocessing: The faster the processor, the faster the algorithms will 
perform. However, post processing of data from a disk depends on the 
performance of the disk as to how fast the data can be post processed. A fast 
hard disk for data storage is also desirable. 

 Concurrent users: The platform should be able to serve multiple users 
without degrading the performance for each user significantly. 

Based on this the choice of the computer platform is a dual processor system 
with two Pentium III Xeon 400 MHz and a SCSI card with a fast SCSI disk for 
data storage.  

3.4.2 GPS Receivers 

The LGF specification [8] for CAT I define a couple of requirements of the 
reference receivers that has to be taken into account. It does not require the 



 

 

reference receivers to track L2 frequency (L1 is sufficient, although tracking both 
L1 and L2 can remove the ionosphere error). The IMT2 reference receivers should 
fulfill these three requirements: 

 Narrow correlator technique: The LGF specification [8] for CAT I requires 
the GPS receiver to use narrow correlator techniques to minimize the effect 
of multipath. This is important for the IMT since the thresholds of certain 
monitors depend on a low nominal multipath value. 

 Serial communication: Transfer of messages to/from the receiver is to be 
done with a standard serial COM port instead of an ISA bus as in the 
previous IMT system. It is not a large amount of data that must be 
transferred for every message (100 to 3200 bytes). The message rate is 2 Hz 
and a serial COM port with fast baud rates is capable of transferring that 
amount of data. A serial COM port is standard on all computer platforms 
today, they do not require any special drivers, and will be supported in 
future OS because of current and future legacy popularity. 

 Stable and robust: The receiver should be stable and well know for 
producing high quality measurements. It should be contained in a rugged 
enclosure for possible testing in harsh outdoor environments. 

NovAtel is a Canadian-based GPS receiver company. Their latest receiver 
design is known as the OEM4 and it is a high quality L1 and L2 capable receiver 
that uses serial ports (RS232/RS422 protocol) for communication. The receiver 
itself is a single PCB card with RF frontend, digital signal processing circuits, 32 
bit CPU and a I/O subsystem. It can be delivered in a rugged enclosure (ProPak 
enclosure, Figure 11) to allow for easy interfacing. The receiver works with any L1 
and/or L2 active GPS antenna (built-in pre-amplifier). The receiver design is 
configurable by different firmware provided by NovAtel. The firmware the IMT 
uses is capable of tracking only L1 but it is possible to upgrade these same 
receivers for L2 capabilities with only a firmware change. At present, L1 is all that 
is required for the current CAT I LGF prototyping.  However, future designs of 
CAT II and CAT III LGF will likely require L2-capable receivers. 

 
Figure 11 OEM4 ProPak enclosure top view and side view 

3.4.3 Antennas and Cables 

The antennas are very important in achieving good performance with low 
elevation satellites and the antennas play the largest role in minimizing multipath. 



 

 

The GPS signal is Right Hand Circular Polarized (RHCP) and ideally the gain 
pattern of a GPS antenna should be as a halfdome (all reflected ground signals 
should be rejected) at L1 and reject all other frequencies and reflections from the 
ground (unless it is a L1/L2 antenna, then the L2 frequency should be passed).  

 Active L1 antenna: The antenna has to be active since this is a requirement 
for the GPS receivers. Active means that there is a low noise amplifier 
(LNA) in the antenna that has to be DC powered from the receiver. 

 Antennas must minimize multipath: This is very important and the antenna 
should be designed as such this since multipath is the largest error source in 
a differential GPS system (atmospheric and a majority of satellite errors are 
eliminated in DGPS). 

 Small antenna cable losses: The cable length for the IMT is significant (50-
100 meter) and low loss cable and connectors must be used to not degrade 
the GPS signal quality. This is a tradeoff between loss and cost since very 
low loss cables at L1 (~1.6 GHz) are very expensive. 

NovAtel manufactures an antenna called L1/L2 600 Pinwheel [24] that uses 
a new technique to minimize the Multipath effect and when combined with their 
OEM4 GPS receiver the overall performance is supposed to be very good. The 
Pinwheel antenna is L2 capable and that is a potential future bonus for the IMT 
system since it is no additional cost, but it is also useful if L2 will be used for LAAS 
in the future (CAT II/III approaches). The gain pattern of the antenna is shown in 
Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 L1/L2 Pinwheel 600 antenna gain pattern ([24]) 

The cables from the first generation IMT system are of good quality, but 
they are excessively long. The cable type is Belden RG-8/U 9913 50 ohm and it has 
a characteristic loss of 17 dBm per 100 meters. In order to improve losses, the 
current cables have been shortened to a more appropriate length and new end 
connectors have been installed. 

3.4.4 Operating System 

The operative system (OS) is a very important part of the system. The IMT is 
a prototype and it is used for development and testing and to verify the LAAS 
architecture. It is not intended to be used as a certified system at an airport. This 
allows for flexibility in the choice of an operating system.  The choice can be made 
to provide a good environment as opposed to real world availability and 
functionality. Of course, the OS has to be able to provide real time operation, but a 



 

 

hard real time OS is not required. The requirements of the next generation IMT 
OS is summarized below: 

 Graphical Windows Environment: A graphical window system must exist 
since it greatly improves development and testing. 

 Multi user system: The OS must support several users simultaneously and 
provide individual read/write access rights. 

 Remote Access: The system has to be able to be accessed over an IP network 
by developers concurrently. It should be a minimal difference between 
working remotely and sitting locally at the IMT computer. 

 Support for serial communication: The receiver will communicate via the 
RS-232 serial protocol and OS support for this must exist. The previous IMT 
system was limited to specific operating systems because of the device 
drivers for the ISA card GPS receivers. Serial ports are widely used to 
communicate with different low data-rate devices. 

 Hard real time OS is not required: It does not have to be a hard real time 
system but it must provide has to provide real time processing capabilities 
and any failures should be rare. A PC serial COM port is asynchronous and 
slow (usually 9600 bps – 115200 bps) and it has a small hardware buffer. 
These buffers motivate the choice of a non-real time OS (not hard real time). 
As long as the port is read before the buffer overflows, no data will be 
destroyed. The latency of the messages from the receivers is unpredictable 
and they will be delivered every 0.5+bias (see section 5.2) seconds, where 
bias can be anything from 5 to 500 ms. There is no need for the OS to make 
sure that it reads the port exactly every 0.5 seconds, rather some variance is 
acceptable. Also, the algorithms will complete their processing much faster 
then 0.5 seconds and sit idle until the next message. In summary, the 
asynchronous serial communication link provides the IMT with the 
opportunity to not require a hard real time OS. 

The choice of OS was Linux. Linux is an Open Source operative system that 
is gaining popularity worldwide. It is a multi-user system that fulfills the 
requirements for desired IMT OS. The distribution chosen was Red Hat 7.1 (kernel 
2.4) primarily since it has a good support for a variety of hardware (graphic 
adapters, monitors etc.). 

3.4.5 Multi Port Serial Card 

There will be at least three reference receivers connected to the IMT 
computer and in the future more receivers could be added (Signal Quality 
Receivers, additional reference receivers). A normal PC has only two serial ports 
and more need to be provided. PCI/ISA Multi Port Serial boards exist that can add 
4 to 128 serial ports to a computer. There are three requirements on the multi port 
serial card: 

 8 serial ports: To allow for future expansion of the IMT system, a minimum 
of 8 serial ports must be provided. 

 Function under Linux: The card has to work under Linux. 

 Baudrate 9600 – 230 400: The maximum baudrate the OEM4 receivers can 
communicate at is 230 400 bps. 



 

 

The choice was RocketPort 8 PCI from Comtrol, an intelligent multi port 
serial card with 8 ports that is plugged into the PCI bus. The card has its own 
ASIC and larger read/write FIFO buffers (1024/256 bytes) then a normal UART 
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) 16550 (16 bytes FIFO buffer) port. 
An intelligent multiport board reduces the load on the CPU since some processing 
is done on the board and data is transferred over the PCI bus by Direct Memory 
Access (DMA) transfers. Drivers for Linux kernel 2.2 is provided on Comtrol’s www 
site [13] and these can be recompiled to work with Linux kernel 2.4. 

3.4.6  Development Environment 

When several developers are working on the same project, it is difficult to 
keep a single coherent version of the source code. If everyone is working with 
separate files, it works out fairly well, but that is seldom the case. Usually small 
aspects have to be modified in other files in order to incorporate changes and test 
them. Soon it becomes very hard to remember what was changed and by who and 
when it is time to put together a single version extra time has to be spent on just 
assembling the pieces. This is administrative unnecessary work that can easily 
results in unpredictable errors. This can, to a large extent, be avoided by using a 
version control system. A version control system has a database with the source 
code, referred to as repository, and developers keep their own local copy of the 
source files. Whenever a file is ready or complete, the developer send the file to the 
repository, committing the file. The other developers can the issue an update 
command to the repository to automatically get the changes that has occurred 
since the last time. Old versions of files can be retrieved and used properly; a 
version control system is tremendous tool for concurrent software development. 

Debugging code is very time consuming and is usually done in two ways: 
either the source code is injected with statements (i.e printf) that displays how far 
the code could run before the error occurs, or a debugger tool is used. The later is 
preferred but requires knowledge on how the tool works and such a tool to be 
available. 

Integrated Develop Environments (IDEs) assembles all this functionality 
into the appearance of one tool is quite common and many sophisticated IDEs 
exist. However, many developers have their own “favorite” development 
environment that they are very used to and it can be hard to require them to use 
another IDE or set of tools. Initial requirements of the develop environment can be 
summarized as follows: 

 Version Control: A version repository is very valuable tool for concurrent 
software development and ideally a tool that is transparent to the develop 
environment can be used (an example would be working on a windows 
computer and Unix/Linux computer). 

 Integrated Development Environment (IDE): An IDE that has built in 
support for version control and debugging.  

Linux has many different tools for development. Concurrent Version Control 
(CVS) is a very good version control repository and front ends for Windows and 
Linux/Unix exits. Gnu debugger (gdb) is a common debugging tool for Linux/Unix. 
Gnome and KDE have IDE functionality that act as a front end to cvs, gdb, gcc and 
other useful tools. But the most important aspect in all the possible tool 
incorporation in the IMT design is to add a version control system for future IMT 
development. 



 

 

3.4.7 Graphical User Interface 

The command line User Interface (UI) is not very impressive (Figure 13). The 
UI it is not really needed for anything except demonstrations, but upgrading to a 
Graphical User Interface can add some visualization effects, even though the 
functionality is the same. A GUI may appear as a cosmetic aspect but it will 
complete the hardware upgrade. Also, a well-designed GUI will help to understand 
how the IMT works. Such a GUI needs to be evolved and tested to be successful, 
but some initial requirements and ideas exist: 

 Turn on/off: The GUI should be easy to use or completely remove and not 
use. 

 Satellite status per receiver: A possibility to see the history of flags for a 
satellite and other information related to a satellite on a specific reference 
receiver. 

 Correction generation and common set: Which satellites are in the common 
set [14] and what are the generated corrections. 

 Receiver channels: Which satellites are tracked on each reference receiver, 
C/No, tracking time etc (the information that is displayed in the command 
line interface). 

A GUI can be made very complex and sophisticated. What language to use 
for implementation will determine how advanced or what “type” of GUI that will be 
developed. Matlab can be used to implement more “developer” oriented interface 
with many plots and figures whereas languages such as Java can be used to 
implement a more traditional GUI.  

 
Figure 13 IMT User Interface 



 

 

4 Serial Communication 
The first part of this chapter is based on reference [11] and gives an 

introduction to asynchronous serial communication, the RS-232 signal standard 
and multiport serial boards. The second part discusses how a serial port is accessed 
from a C program in Linux and most of that material is based on experimental 
trials and man pages (man pages is a help system used in Linux/Unix). 

4.1 Introduction 
Data can be transferred either with one or more bits at a time. When more 

then one bit is transferred simultaneously, it is referred to as parallel data transfer. 
Parallel transfer requires as many data lines (physical cables) as the number of 
parallel bits. Serial data transfer, or one bit at a time, only requires one data line. 
Parallel transfers can achieve higher transfer rates but is not applicable for this 
work and will not be discussed further. 

Serial communication transfers each byte one bit at a time and every bit is 
either off (0, space state) or on (1, mark state). The speed of the transfer is 
expressed as baud rate and the unit often used is bits-per-seconds (bps). Sometimes 
bps can be confused with bytes-per-seconds, which is quite different.  

A device or port is referred to as either Data Communication Equipment 
(DCE) or Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). The difference between the terms is 
that every signal pair, like receive and transmit, is swapped. A modem connected 
to a serial port on a PC is one example of a DCE/DTE pair, where the modem is the 
DCE device and the computer is the DTE device. If two DCE or two DTE devices 
are to be connected (PC to PC, PC to GPS receiver), a null-modem cable has to be 
used. A null modem cable connects one receive (RXD) line to the others transmit 
(TXD) line and vice versa (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 Standard serial cable and null modem cable wiring ([11]) 

4.1.1 Synchronous Serial Communication 

If a common clock is shared between the communicating devices, 
synchronous serial communication can be used. The data bits are transferred 
constantly as a stream relative to the clock. This is more effective then 
asynchronous transfer since no per-byte synchronization is needed and frames can 
be defined with start and stop sequences much larger then a byte to reduce the 
minimum of 25% overhead that asynchronous serial transfer impose (start and 
stop bit for each byte, 2 non-data bits per 8 data bits). 



 

 

Serial Data Link Control (SDLC) and High-Speed Data Link Control 
(HDLC) are two common synchronous serial protocols. Usually standard serial 
COM ports do not support synchronous serial communication due to the extra 
hardware and software required. 

4.1.2 Asynchronous Serial Communication 

Asynchronous serial transfer is needed if the communicating devices do not 
share a clock. Almost all serial communication is transmitted asynchronously and 
for a device to understand that data is coming in, some way of determine the start 
and stop of the data must be provided. 

In asynchronous serial transfer the data line is in mark state (1) until a 
byte is transferred. A transmission start with a start bit preceding 7 or 8 data bits, 
a optional parity bit and one ore more stop bits are transferred for each byte (or 7 
bits) of data. A start bit is always space (0) and a stop bit is always mark (1). 
Usually only one stop bit is used, but 1.5 or 2 stop bits can be used. Parity is 
optional and requires one more “non-data-bit” to be transferred. Parity can be used 
to detect transfer failures and it is either even (E) or odd (O). With even parity, the 
parity bit is 0 if the number of 1’s in data bits is an even number, or 1 if the 
number is odd. With odd parity it is vice versa, the parity bit will be 1 if the 
number of 1’s in the data bits is even and 0 of the number is odd. Asynchronous 
data format is usually written in the form 8N1 (8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit), 
7E2 (7 data bits, even parity, 2 stop bits) and so forth. 

Start
bit

Stop
bit0 0 0 0 0 11 0

LSB MSB

Start
bit

Stop
bit0 0 0 0 0 11 0

LSB MSB  
Figure 15 The char 'A' transferred with a serial configuration of 8N1 

4.2 RS-232 
RS-232 is a standard developed to insure that hardware devices designed to 

work according to the standard can communicate without problems with other RS-
232 compliant devices. The official standard is published by Electronic Industries 
Alliance, EIA (www.eia.org) and the current version is known as RS-232-F, but the 
most widespread commonly referenced is a older version, RS-232-C. The standard 
spells out the size and shape of the connectors, format of serial data exchange, 
protocols used to exchange data, methods for connection to a DTE to DCE or DTE 
to DTE or DCE to DCE. 

The standard physical connector is 25-pin or 9-pin. DTE devices like a PC 
has a male connector (with pins), and DCE devices like modems have a female 
connector (with mating sockets). Figure 16 shows the pin outs on the most 
commonly used connectors today. 



 

 

 
Figure 16 RS-232 pinouts 9 and 25 pin connector ([11]) 

RS-232-C specifies voltages from +3 to +12 to be a logic 1 (mark) and 
voltages from –3 to –12 volt to be a logic 0 (space). The signal-cable length can be 
about 8 meter before they might become unusable. But this distance varies, and 
with lower baudrates, signals can be transmitted farther then 8 meters. Other 
protocols such as RS-422 have been designed to use longer cable lengths (allow up 
to 300 meter) and they use lower voltages and differential signals. 

4.2.1 Signal Definitions 

The RS-232 standard defines 18 different signals but generally only 6 of these 
are available. The different lines can be classified into three classes; electrical lines 
(GND), data lines (TXD, RXD) and control lines (DCD, DTR, RTS, CTS): 

 GND - Logic Ground: This is not a signal, but required as reference for the 
other signals to operate. This act as voltage reference to know if signals are 
positive (mark) or negative (space).  

 TXD - Transmit Data: The transmit data line from the local device to the 
other device. Mark voltage is interpreted as a 1 and space as 0.  

 RXD - Receive Data: The receive data line to the local device from the other 
device. Mark voltage is interpreted as a 1 and space as 0. 

 DCD - Data Carrier Detect: A space voltage indicates that a device is 
connected on the other end of the serial cable. This signal is not always used 
or available. 

 DTR - Data Terminal Ready: DTR is generated locally and tells the other 
device that terminal device is ready. DTR is usually enabled whenever a 
serial port is opened on a PC. 

 CTS - Clear To Send: The CTS signal is received from the other end of the 
cable and space voltage indicates that the device is ready to receive data. 
This signal is used in flow hardware control. 

 RTS - Request To Send: The RTS signal set to space voltage indicates that 
more data is ready to be transmitted. This signal is used in hardware flow 
control. 

4.2.2 Flow Control 

The flow of data is often necessary to control. If two computers are 
connected via a serial link, they has to be able to signal when a input buffer is 



 

 

nearly full or when there is no process ready to handle the data. In asynchronous 
serial communication this is done in two ways, hardware flow control or software 
flow control. 

 Hardware Flow Control: RTS and CTS signal lines are used to accomplish 
hardware flow control. Whenever a DCE device is not capable of receiving 
any more data, the CTS line is applied a logic 0 (space voltage). As soon as 
the DTE device sees that, it stops sending data. RTS is used in the same 
way when data is transmitted from the DTE to the DCE device. For DTE to 
DTE (or DCE to DCE) device communication, the null modem cable must be 
configured properly to make hardware flow control work. CTS/RTS signal 
pair has to be cross linked like the RXD/TXD lines (CTS in one end has to be 
connected to RTS in the other end and vice versa). Not all null-modem 
cables are configured like this (some connect CTS to RTS locally on each 
end). See Figure 14 for null-modem cable that allows hardware flow control. 

 Software Flow Control: Traditionally XON/XOFF protocol is used to 
implement software flow control. Whenever a receiving device cannot 
receive any more data, Control-S (decimal 19) is sent to the transmitter and 
it should stop sending data. When the receiver can accept more data 
Control-Q (decimal 17) is sent and the transmitter starts sending data 
again. This scheme works fine for ASCII transfer, but it cannot be used at 
all for binary transfer since the binary data might contain the flow control 
characters. 

 

4.3 Universal Asynchronous Receive/Transmit – UART 
Universal Asynchronous Receive/Transmit (UART) is a hardware chip that 

virtually every computer uses to handle the work involved with serial transfer. 
From a user perspective, it is treated as a “black box” that performs two important 
functions: First, it converts bytes to a serial data bits on the write data line (TXD). 
Second, it reads serial data bits from the receive data line (RXD) and converts 
them into bytes. This relieves the computer from performing the shifting and 
critical timing of data bits. 

A DSP chip usually does not have hardware support for UART 
communications, but general purpose I/O pins on the DSP together with software 
can be used to emulate a UART chip. When writing data, each byte together with 
start and stop bits has to be shifted into place and put on the output data line for 
proper bit duration time (determined by the baudrate, bit duration time = 
1/baudrate seconds). Reading data is harder, the input data line has to be sampled 
at a much higher rate then the baudrate (10-16 times faster). The DSP has to look 
for start bits (and detect false start bits due to noise) and sample the data bits 
somewhere in the middle and assemble them into a byte. All this is a hard real-
time task and it is quite CPU intensive. 

4.3.1 UART 8250 and 16550 

A UART 8250 was the first UART chip and it has a single byte wide register 
to receive and send data. The programmer can set the parameters (baud rate etc.) 
and then write a byte to the transmit register and 8250 serializes it and transfer it 
correctly. The same is valid for receiving data, the programmer can read the 
assembled byte directly from the receive register. The problem with just having 1 



 

 

byte buffers is that when high baud rates are used, this puts a high load on the 
CPU (even though the low level serializing is handled by the UART). A baud rate 
of 115200 bps with 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit transmits 11520 bytes per 
second (11.25 kb/s). With one byte register in the UART, the CPU is interrupted 
11520 times per second to put in a new byte into the transfer register. 

UART 16550 has a 16 byte buffer to decrease the CPU load and to decrease 
the risk of hardware buffer overflow. If the buffer is enabled, it can be programmed 
to interrupt the CPU after one byte is received but the CPU does not have to 
respond directly, the buffer can be filled with 15 more bytes before any overrun 
occurs. Every computer shipped today has UART 16550 type serial hardware. 

4.4 Multiport Serial Boards 
IBM ISA hardware design limits a PC to two standard RS-232 ports, but 

some application requires more then two ports. Shared interrupt multiport boards 
has been developed for this purpose. Such boards consist of 4 to 8 UART’s on a PCI 
or ISA card with extra interrupt logic. Whenever data is available on either port, 
one interrupt is generated by hardware on the board and software on the PC 
masks a status register to determine which port generated the interrupt and has 
data available. 

Serial communication with one port and high baud rates is very CPU 
intensive because of the high interrupt rate and by using four or eight ports the 
number of interrupts will be multiplied by a factor of four or eight. 
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Figure 17 Intelligent multiport board architecture ([11]) 

The CPU timing at high baud rates using multiport boards can be 
extremely difficult to manage. Running windows and serving full speed 8250 
interrupts at the same time is not an easy task. In windows, the CPU is switched 
to protected mode quite often and it can be in protected mode too long to be able to 
service the interrupt from the board. The solution is to dedicate special hardware 
off the motherboard to handle the interrupt. A dedicated card for this is referred to 
as intelligent multiport board and they have their own ASIC or CPU to service the 
interrupt. A typical intelligent multiport board architecture is shown in Figure 17. 
Often they have four to eight UART’s connected to an ASIC or a standalone 
embedded computer system (with software stored in a EPROM) and dual port 
buffer RAM (16kb-64kb). 



 

 

5 IMT2 GPS Receiver Interface (SISRAD2) 
In this chapter the considerations and design of the software interface to the 

GPS receiver are discussed. Each GPS reference receiver has two serial com ports 
for communication with the outside world and one of these is used to transfer data 
to and from the IMT computer. The receivers used (OEM4, [18]) are independent 
devices that once they are powered up, they start searching for satellites and 
tracking them. A PC (or any other device) can send log commands to the receiver to 
retrieve various messages with measurements at different rates or events. 
Messages can be requested ontime, i.e after certain GPS time ticks (every 0.5 
second, for example), or onnew, i.e whenever new data for that message is 
calculated or decoded. The maximum rate messages are requested for the IMT (and 
LGF) is 0.5 seconds, and this is referred to as one epoch, K, and it defines the 
maximum data rate (2 Hz) for the IMT. 

5.1 Design Goals 
SISRAD, or Signal-In-Space Receive And Decode, is responsible for 

communication with the receivers and decoding the various messages and 
delivering them to the IMT algorithms. Design goals for the new SISRAD2 module 
are summarized below: 

 Synchronize messages: There must be support to synchronize the delivery of 
messages from the different receiver. The IMT is designed to receive 
messages from all reference receivers on epoch K before any message from 
epoch K+1 arrives. The interface must ensure this.  

 Accept different GPS receiver types: It should be possible to various GPS 
receiver types, other than strictly the NovAtel OEM4’s. The interface should 
be designed to allow new receiver types to be added in a simple and 
consistent way and different types should be able to operate simultaneously 
on each comport. 

 Scalable: Allow for any of one to eight receivers to be connected to the 
multiport serial card. Today, the IMT only uses three receivers, but Signal 
Quality Receivers (SQR) receivers and perhaps additional reference 
receivers may be incorporated in the future. Eight is chosen as upper limit 
since the multiport card only has that many ports. 

 Decouple incoming data: The IMT processing algorithms should not have to 
worry, nor be aware of, how data is fed into them. They should function in 
the same way in either real-time or post processing mode. Using 
abstractions like this is a powerful design technique. 

5.2 Synchronization of receiver messages 
Referring to Figure 18 there is a non-deterministic time that elapses from 

when a GPS measurement was actually taken until it is ready for processing in the 
IMT computer. First, there is an internal delay in the GPS receiver (receiver 
specific, cannot be controlled by the user), then there is a serial transfer delay (can 
be minimized by using a high baud rate) and finally there is a decode time of the 
message in the computer. In the IMT, GPS measurements are received at a 2 Hz 
rate and the serial transfer baud rate used is 115200 bps (bits-per-second). 
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Figure 18 GPS measurements time-to-algorithms 

Figure 19 plots the difference of the GPS time (tGPS) and computer arrival 
time (tPC) where the computer arrival time is defined as the computer system time 
when the message was decoded in the computer. The data plotted is over is a 6 
hour period with range measurements (pseudorange, carrier-phase etc.) delivered 
every 0.5 seconds, ephemeris data delivered every 30 seconds, and almanac 
(delivered every 750 seconds). In the top plot of Figure 19 (Equation 4) the 
computer clock drift is clearly shown. If the data is fit to a line, the computer clock 
drift (denoted α) can be determined (in this case α is about +150 ms/hour). The 
second plot in Figure 19 plots diff’(k), (Equation 7, computer clock drift removed) 
and here the variance of the measurements is shown (bin size 0.05 seconds). 
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Figure 19 Variance of GPS message delivery time 
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A histogram of the same data (Equation 7) is shown in plot 3 of Figure 19. 
Three distinct “bins” can be distinguished. The first bin shows that most of the 
messages are delivered within 50 ms, the second “bin” (150 ms) shows the internal 
GPS receiver delay for the range message (the range message delay can be from 5-
150 ms according to NovAtel) and the last “bin” shows when the ephemeris and 
almanac messages are delivered (the bandwidth of the serial link and receiver 
processing further delays the delivery). 

5.3 IMT2 Message Format 
The goal of the new IMT message format is to create a format simple 

enough that every high quality GPS receiver can provide the necessary 
measurements. Figure 20 shows a high-level description of the three different 
messages the IMT uses and appendix C has the messages defined as C structs. 
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Figure 20 Different GPS receiver formats 

 One of the motivations behind designing a specific IMT data format was to 
be able to post process the FAA’ s LAAS Test Prototype (LTP) data files. The LTP 
uses a special type of Multipath Limiting Antenna (MLA) [24]. Figure 7 shows a 
cartoon of the antenna. It consists of one helibowl antenna that receives high 
elevation satellite signals and one dipole antenna that receives low elevation 
satellite signals. Each antenna component is connected to a NovAtel GPS receiver 
and measurements are combined in software to a single “virtual receiver” 
measurement (pseudorange and carrier-phase from the two receivers are combined 
and phase calibrated). 
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Figure 21 Multipath Limiting Antenna - MLA 

The FAA Technical Center does the combination of the two receivers and 
can provide “virtual receiver” data. It is important to verify that the IMT works 
with this type of antenna as it is expected that the MLA will be integral part of a 
future LAAS system. 

5.3.1 Message Header 

Information common to all messages sufficient to synchronize message is as 
follows and this is placed in the header of all messages: 

 GPS time stamp: All IMT messages have to contain a timestamp with either 
the receiver time (when the message was received), the satellite time (when 
the message was sent) or no time (the receiver is in search mode and is not 
tracking sufficient satellites to decode exact GPS time).  

 From which receiver: Which receiver sent the message (1-N) is important 
information. 

 What receiver type: For future work, the receiver type from which the 
message was created is useful. Messages can be expanded to contain 
receiver specific variables useful for the IMT. 

In the future more information might be placed in the header such as 
receiver status. 

5.3.2 Range Message 

This message is requested ontime every 0.5 seconds and it contains the GPS 
observables; uncorrected pseudorange, carrier-phase measurements, C/No (signal-
to-noise ratio) and tracking loop status (carrier-phase lock, code lock). This message 
contains measurements for all observed satellites (0-12 satellites). 

5.3.3 Ephemeris Message 

The ephemeris is requested onnew from the receiver and it contains the 
data to compute the position of a satellite in space. This message, together with the 
range message, is enough to calculate a position. The ephemeris is updated every 
two hours with new parameters at the satellite, but it is continuously broadcast by 
the satellite and repeated every 30 seconds (but with the same values for two 
hours). 



 

 

5.3.4 Almanac Message 

The almanac is a large message structure that is repeated every 12.5 
minutes and it contains rough position of all satellites in orbit. It is primarily used 
to pre-compute what satellites should be visible at a given time from a given place. 
Since the receiver stores its last known position, the next time it is turned on again 
it has a rough idea where it is and what time of day it is (unless the receiver has 
moved a significant distance when it was turned off). The almanac can then be 
used to narrow the search space to allow for faster acquisition of satellites.  

In the IMT, the position is calculated both with the ephemeris and the 
almanac parameters and then compared to see that the computed positions do no 
differ by an unusual amount. A big difference could indicate that something is 
wrong and that the satellite should not be used (i.e. satellites is excluded). 

5.4 SISRAD2 Process Hierarchy 
At least three receivers must be used with the IMT. From a software 

perspective this means that three serial COM ports have to be read 
simultaneously. The GPS receivers will synchronize themselves to GPS time but 
this will not ensure that the receivers will produce messages at the exact same 
time (section 5.2), i.e. the com ports data delivery will not be synchronized. As a 
result software to synchronize the messages must be provided. When multiple 
ports are to be read, this can be done in at least three ways: 

I. Asynchronous I/O: A single process and interrupt routines are used. A 
asynchronous file descriptor (i.e. a read() call is returned immediately) for 
the port is created and a event handler is attached that is called whenever 
the port has incoming data. 

II. Multiple Processes: Each port has its own memory space and works 
independently on the others. A process is created with the fork() call and 
data is sent between child processes with a unnamed pipe (POSIX OS 
provided FIFO for Inter Process Communication, IPC). 

III. Multiple Threads: One memory space with several light weight processes 
(threads) and synchronization primitives to protect the shared memory 
space, for example semaphores, are used. 

Asynchronous I/O is difficult to work with and the model chosen is the 
traditional Linux/Unix approach with fork and pipes (II). Fork and pipe calls are 
POSIX compliant and this is an advantage for portability over using threads. 

Every receiver is represented as a separate receiver process (P1-P3) and the 
synchronization is handled by a synch process (P0). The IMT algorithms operate in 
a fifth IMT process. Communication between the processes uses unnamed pipes 
(created with the pipe() system call). The process architecture is outlined in Figure 
22. 
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Figure 22 SISRAD2 Process Hierarchy 

5.4.1 Receiver Process 

This process (P1-P3) is a software abstraction of one receiver. When it is 
started, it first initialize the receivers, then sends a command log file with 
messages to retrieve and then starts parsing the incoming binary data from the PC 
serial port and assembles it to a receiver specific message. When a full message is 
retrieved (i.e. three synch bytes is found and the message passed the checksum 
verification) the message is repacked to the IMT message format. When that is 
done, the message is written to a FIFO (which is an unnamed pipe) for 
synchronization in the synch process P0.  

5.4.2 Synchronizing Process 

This process looks at the time stamp of every message (that can be one of 
three types, receiver time, satellite time or no time). If the timestamp is of receiver 
type, it assures that every message from epoch K from all receivers are delivered 
before any messages from epoch K+1 is delivered. Messages with time type satellite 
time or no time do not have to be synchronized and are just passed through. 

A counter of which epoch number it is and what the GPS time the epoch 
belongs to is kept. The epoch and the epoch GPS time is advanced when all 
receivers have new GPS timestamps on their messages. Whenever a receiver 
delivers a message that has a different timestamp (newer) compared to the epoch 
time stamp, that message is put in a hold buffer and no more messages are read 
from that receiver until all three receivers has one message each in the hold buffer. 
When all receivers have a message in the hold buffer, those are delivered and all 
receivers are un-locked (read whenever a message is available) and the process 
repeats itself again.  



 

 

5.5 SISRAD2 Software Architecture 
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Figure 23 SISRAD2 software architecture 

The source file dependency is illustrated in Figure 23. Most of the software 
design had been done using an object oriented abstraction approach.  This is true 
although C is an imperative language and not an Object Oriented language (such 
as C++ or Java). C was the language chosen in the mid 90’s to implement the IMT 
in and SISRAD2 also had to be implemented in C.  

Six distinct abstractions can be identified in the SISRAD2 module:  

 Serial Port (Serial.h): A model of a serial COM port that is used to open, 
read/write data, close and configure a serial port. A lock file is used to 
prevent several users from accessing the same com-port simultaneously. 
Statistics about the port are kept, such as how many bytes have been 
read/written to the port and how many system read() and write() calls have 
been done to the OS. 

 GPS Receiver (Rx_read.h): A model of a receiver. It can start (send log 
commands), stop, reset, read receiver messages and stop the receiver from 
delivering any more messages. Statistics of how many messages have been 
received and how many have failed the message verification (CRC) are kept. 

 Receiver Messages (Oem3.h , Oem4.h): Receiver dependent message format 
and re-packing code to transform the specific receiver message format to the 
IMT message format. Two receiver formats are implemented and for each 
new receiver type a new module has to be implemented.  

 IMT Messages (Imt_msg.h): The message format that the IMT relies upon. 
The receiver specific messages are repacked to this format (see appendix C). 

 Synchronizer (Rx_synch.h): Synchronizes the messages delivered from the 
receivers. It uses the IMT message format and the specific receiver 
connected to the com ports is transparent to this piece of code. 

 High level wrapper (Imt_indata.h): This file combines together all the above 
files and provides the interface for the rest of the IMT code. This module is 
initialized with real-time or post-processing mode. In real-time mode the files 
above are used to provide the receiver data to the processing algorithms. In 
post-processing, three recorded receiver data files together with a receiver 
sequence file are used to provide the data (in real-time operation, these four 



 

 

files can be chosen to be saved). What mode the IMT is operating in or what 
receiver type is connected to the serial com ports is transparent to the rest 
of the code, those details are only visible within the SISRAD2 module. 

The total SISRAD2 module consist of approximately 5000 lines of code 
(including comments or around 2000 lines uncommented) in 7 header (.h) files and 
7 .c files. 

5.5.1 Assemble a binary receiver message 

A significant effort was placed on developing an algorithm to assemble a 
binary message from a receiver (or in fact, any other device supporting the below 
requirements). The major goal with the algorithm development was to minimize 
the number of read() calls but also to reduce memory requirements. The algorithm 
relies on four properties/sub-functions of the receiver message format to work: 

 Header found: A function that can detect a header (for example, the first 
three bytes with “magic numbers” in the header of the OEM4 message 
format). The size of the header must also be known. 

 Message size: A function that when given the start of a header, will return 
how long (in bytes) the message is (information about the size of the 
message must exist in the header). 

 Verify message: A function that can verify the integrity of a message. For 
example, compute a checksum, or CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check), of the 
message and compare it to a value computed in the receiver before 
transmission (usually stored in the header of a message). 

 Maximum message size: This is needed to allocate sufficient buffer space to 
assemble the message (the buffer space will be twice the largest message 
size). 
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Figure 24 Assemble a receiver message 

  

 At least two different types of approaches can be used when a function relies 
on sub-functions that have a common behavior but require a special 
implementation (such as with two different receiver formats) to accomplish its 
task. Either conditional statements are included in the main function to determine 
which sub-function to call, or the main function can be initialized with function 
calls pointers to the specific sub-functions. In C, function pointers can be 



 

 

dynamically bound to variables (in, for example, structs). This is very useful in this 
case since given the receiver type (which defines the special properties of the above 
requirements) the algorithm can be initialized with pointers to functions that 
properly implement the sub-function. An example of this is described in Appendix 
B. 

In an object oriented (OO) language dynamic binding is fundamental. A 
receiver message would be super-class and the OEM4 and OEM3 specific message 
formats would inherit the class and override super class implementation. The 
algorithm would be initialized with the super-class, and thus not be aware/rely on 
what type of format is used, This functionality provided in a OO language is very 
powerful and can be mimicked in C as shown in Appendix B with one drawback, 
the functions must use the same number of parameters (in a OO language this is 
not the case). 

The assembled algorithm () creates a buffer that is twice the largest 
message size and uses it to assemble a message. Once a message is found and 
verified by computing the checksum or CRC it is delivered to the FIFO buffer. 
Then it starts over again with retrieving the next message. 

5.6 Integration of SISRAD2 and the IMT under Linux 
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Rx3

IMT
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Figure 25 SISRAD2 integration 

Figure 25 illustrates the how the SISRAD2 module is integrated with the 
IMT code to allow for real-time or post-processing. Minimal modifications were 
done to the existing code to minimize the potential error sources.  Only those 
changes which add the necessary functionality were implemented. 

5.6.1 Port the IMT Lynx code to Linux 

The Lynx implementation of the IMT uses the API provided for the existing 
GPSCard receivers. This code was removed during the port to Linux and the new 
system. The Lynx IMT code consists of 33 .c files and 33 header (.h) files (about 25 
000 lines of code). Some of this code is outdated and not used in the current 
processing algorithms. Such code was also removed in the port to Linux procedure. 
After the reduction, the code (with the new SISRAD2 module) consists of 21 .c files 
and 29 header (.h) files (20 000 lines of code). 

Command line arguments were added to start the IMT2 in either real-time 
or post-processing mode. In real-time mode, an option can be added to save the 



 

 

incoming data to a directory (three receiver data files, one sequence files is saved 
together with a information file about what receiver type was connected to what 
com port) and how long to run the IMT2 for (if this last argument is omitted, the 
program runs until ctrl-C is pressed). 

In real-time mode, five processes are created (thee receiver, one synch and 
imt processes). In order to quit or exit the imt program, ctrl-C (sends signal 
SIGINT) can be pressed. This event, or signal, is caught by the processes and 
“clean up” actions are taken. In the case of the receiver processes, this sends a 
unlogall command to stop data logging from the GPS receivers and the receiver 
baudrate is reset to 9600 (which is the default startup baudrate). 

5.7 Test and Performance 
This section stresses some results and measurements obtained from the 

IMT2 system. An important aspect for the RF performance of the system is the 
antenna cable loss for each receiver and this is discussed below.  

5.7.1 Antenna Cable Losses 

The cables are the same as in the previous system (Belden 9913, RG/U-8 50 
ohm) but the length is reduced to minimize the losses. The loss in a cable increase 
with frequency and at GPS L1 frequency (1.6 GHz), the loss is about 17 dB per 100 
m (5.5 dB per 100 ft) for this cable. Figure 26 displays a blueprint of the cable and 
a graph on how the attenuation in dB/100 ft increases with frequency. 

 
Figure 26 Belden 9913 blueprint and loss vs. frequency 

Cutting a cable is simply procedure, however the proper mounting of the 
necessary RF connector is more difficult. It is critical that the connector be properly 
mounted and shielded otherwise there will be reflections in the cable due to 
impedance mismatches that severely degrades signal quality. 

 

 
Antenna 

 
Loss (in dB) 

A1 (Rx1) -13.5 dB 

A2 (Rx2) -15.9 dB 

A4 (Rx3) -11.6 dB (-24.5 dB before cut) 

Table 4 Antenna cable loss in the IMT2 system 



 

 

The length of the cables from the antenna to the receivers varies from 40 to 
60 meters. The loss in each cable was measured using a signal generator. It was 
connected to one end of the cable and set to output a sinusoid at 1.6 GHz at 0 dBm.  
A power meter was connected to the other end. One of the cables was measured 
prior to the cable being cut (antenna cable A4, the longest cable) and the rest were 
measured only after the cut. Table 4 summarizes the results. Before the cable loss 
ranged from –16 dB to –26 dB (10 dB range) and after the cut the range is from –
11.5 to -16  (4.5 dB range). 

Although the GPS receiver will contain an automatic gain component (AGC) 
to compensate for minimal cable losses, excessive losses do have a negative impact 
on the overall noise figure and may stress the AGC functionality of the receiver. 

5.7.2 Real Time Operation 

The SISRAD2 module has been initially tested with a separate test program 
that recorded data to files from 3-6 GPS receivers simultaneously connected for 
several days without ramping memory usage, which would indicate memory leaks, 
or exiting abnormally. Since that the IMT2 system with the integrated SISRAD2 
module has been run extensively without problems.  

It is important to recognize that it is possible to run one version of the IMT2 
code operating in real-time (fetching the data from the receivers) while several 
other users are logged in and using the IMT2 in post-processing mode.  The 
multiuser Linux system definitely allows for such operation and the SIRAD2 code 
has been designed to operate as such.  The limiting factor will be the 
computational load on the computer and its ability to keep up with any real time 
operation. 

5.7.3 Post Processing Operation 

Postprocessing a data set collected over four hours previously required 
about 45 minutes on the Lynx IMT platform now takes about 10 minutes on the 
net IMT2 dual processor system. That is a significant speed-up and using faster 
processors and/or a faster disk drive would further increase it. The size of one 
stored receiver data file is about 16-17 Mb per hour of data (a 4 hour IMT data set 
consumes about 200 Mb of storage space).  

The majority of the time in post-processing is spent on updating the User 
Interface and this is a result of the properties of the ncurses library and all the 
string processing that is required. 



 

 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 
Three primary tasks have been accomplished with this project to produce 

the second-generation IMT2 system: 

 A total hardware upgrade (antenna, GPS receivers, computer platform) of 
the first IMT system to a new, L2 capable, IMT2 system has been done.  

 The develop environment has improved with the IMT2 system. One 
important step towards a good environment have been accomplished. A 
graphical multi-user X-windows environment that can be accessed remotely 
with X-client software has been added.  

 A new general GPS receiver module, known as SISRAD2, has been designed 
and implemented. Primarily SISRAD2 is designed to use a serial 
communication link to the GPS receiver, but it can be configured to use 
other communication protocols, i.e USB (Universal Serial Bus) or Ethernet 
in a straightforward approach. The module is designed together with an 
IMT data format allowing different receivers to be interfaced in controlled 
manner. 

6.2 Future Work 
For the IMT CAT-I platform, there are some additional elements that would 

be quite beneficial and are likely to be implemented in the future. The IMT CAT-
II/III will require significantly more research into new and improved algorithms, 
but the SISRAD2 module should continue to be able to serve as a data interface for 
the processing algorithms.  The elements that are important to consider for the 
future are: 

 Graphical User Interface. A GUI for the IMT would be desirable to have for 
demonstration, educational, and debugging purposes. One possible option 
would be to develop the GUI in Java. This would make post-processing of 
the IMT possible on a non-Linux platform such as a Windows 95/98/NT 
machine. Another option is to use Matlab, which would allow the generated 
plots to be used in conference papers and other documentation (usually 
Matlab is used to analyze the IMT output). The GUI should show what 
satellites are being tracked, which are approved for the common set and 
what corrections are broadcasted. Also, it should be possible to look at a 
history of the integrity monitors which indicated what flags has been 
generated and when. 

 Test LTP data. LAAS Test Prototype (LTP) is a LGF prototype developed 
by the FAA Technical Center that has VDB functionality (VHF Data 
Broadcast, can broadcast corrections to aircraft using a VHF data link). 
The LTP has been used for flight-testing, but it does not contain a full set 
of LAAS monitor algorithms which is the function of the IMT. The LTP 
uses a special MLA antenna (see section 5.3) and data recorded with the 
LTP should be post-processed with the IMT to verify the LAAS monitor 
algorithms behaves as expected with this antenna configuration. 

 Integrated Development Environment (IDE): Find an environment that all 
developers are satisfied with and ensure all know how to use its 



 

 

functionality. There should be support for CVS (version control) and well as 
debugging (insert break points, examine data structures etc.) under a 
graphic environment. 
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Appendix A - Abbreviations 

 
API Application Programming Interface 
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 
CVS Concurrent Version Control System 
DGPS Differential Global Positioning System 
DQM Data Quality Monitor 
FAA U.S Federal Aviation Administration  
GPS Global Positioning System 
IDE Integrated Development Environment 
IMT Integrity Monitor Testbed 
IMT2 Second generation Integrity Monitor Testbed 
LAAS Local Area Augmentation System 
LADGPS Local Area Differential Global Positioning System 
LGF Local Ground Facility 
LTP LAAS Test Prototype 
MLA Multipath Limiting Antenna 
MQM Measurement Quality Monitor 
MRCC Multiple Receiver Consistency Check 
OEM3 Specific NovAtel GPS receiver model 
OEM4 Specific NovAtel GPS receiver model 
PPS Precise Positioning Service 
RF Radio Frequency 
SA Selective Availability 
SISRAD2 Second generation Signal-in-Space Receive and Decode module 
SPS Standard Positioning Service 
SQM Signal Quality Monitor 
VDB VHF Data Broadcast 
VHF Very High Frequency data link 
WAAS Wide Area Augmentation System 
WADGPS Wide Area Differential Global Positioning System 
WMS  WAAS Master Station 
 



 

 

Appendix B – Dynamic binding in C 
 
Here is an example on how to dynamically bind a function pointer in C to a struct 
to accomplish runtime binding of procedures depending on state or data type of the 
struct. First an example using the switch statement is shown, and then an 
equivalent example with a dynamic function pointer is described. 

// a traditional version, retrieves a message 
unsigned char *get_msg(RX_TYPE rx_type){ 

     unsigned char *buffer; 
      int header_start; 
     // initialize stuff 
     switch(rx_type){ 
     case OEM4_RX : 
         header_start = oem4_find_header(buffer); 
         // more processing... 
     case OEM3_RX : 
         header_start = oem3_find_header(buffer); 
         // more processing... 
     } 

} 
 A example that uses a dynamic binding of a function pointer: 

 // same as above but with dynamic binding of function pointers 
 
// datatype with a variable that is a fkn pointer 
struct msg_struct{ 

     (unsigned char *)find_header(unsigned char *); 
     //.. more variables  

}; 
 

// initializes the msg_struct with the find_header fkn to use 
struct msg_struct *init((unsigned char *)find_header(unsigned 

char *)){ 
  struct msg_struct msg; 
  // assign the function point to the struct 
  msg.find_header = find_header; 
  //... more assignments  
  return &msg_data; 
} 

  
// retrieves a message 
unsigned char *get_msg(struct msg_data *msg){ 
  unsigned char *buffer; 
  int header_start; 
  //... initialize stuff 
  // serach for a header 
  header_start = msg->find_header(buffer); 
  //... more processing 

} 



 

 

Appendix C – IMT message format 
/******************************************************************************* 
 *                    IMT - Integrity Monitor Testbed  
 * Author:  Per-Ludvig Normark <ludde@relgyro.stanford.edu>  
 *  
 * Here is the IMT message format described. This is the interface between 
 * the SISRAD2 code and the IMT code. The IMT code depends on getting data 
 * in this format to function correctly. 
 * 
 *******************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef _IMT_MSG_H 
#define _IMT_MSG_H 
 
#define IMT_MAX_CHANNELS 12   /* Maximum nr receiver channels                  */ 
#define IMT_MAX_MSG_SIZE 1024 /* Maximum length of a imt message               */ 
#define IMT_HEADER_SIZE  (sizeof(IMT_HEADER)) /* IMT header size               */ 
 
/* Here are the different messages for the IMT defined. This will be in the  
 * first byte of the 1024 byte message that comes. This is used to identify 
 * the IMT message type AND if for any reason, another arbitrary message,  
 * NON_IMT, want to be passed along (to allow fo future expansion/test)        */ 
enum IMT_MESSAGE_TYPE { 
  NON_IMT       = 0,   /* Not a IMT message. Can be used for passing other  
                     * messages (1023 bytes)                            
*/ 
  IMT_RANGE     = 1,   /* GPS observables (psr,adr, C/No)                      */ 
  IMT_EPHEMERIS = 2,   /* Ephemeris                                            */ 
  IMT_ALMANAC   = 3,   /* Almanac                                              */ 
}; 
 
/* The time_status indicator in the IMT header.This is used internally in  
 * SISRAD2 for indicating if the message should be synchronized. 
 * GPS_TIME indicates the actual GPS time at the receiver (RANGE message) 
 * SV_TIME is usually used in ephemeris and alamanac messages  
 * NO_TIME means that the gps_time is useless (receiver not locked etc.)       */ 
enum IMT_TIME_STATUS  
{ 
  NO_TIME  = 0,  /* message is NOT synchronized, delivered when received       */ 
  GPS_TIME = 1,  /* message is synchronized with other receivers               */ 
  SV_TIME  = 2   /* message is NOT synchronized, delivered when received       */ 
}; 
 
 
/* What kind receiver is connected to the serial port. Internal to SISRAD2. 
 * RX_TYPE decides how SISRAD2 should assemble a message and repack it  
 * for the IMT */ 
typedef enum  
{ 
  UNKNOWN = 0, 
  OEM3_RX = 1, 
  OEM4_RX = 2, 
  LTP_RX  = 3, 
  IMT_RX  = 4 
} RX_TYPE; 



 

 

 
/* IMT message header */ 
typedef struct   
{ 
  unsigned char  type;    /*     which message type (IMT_RANGE,IMT_ALMANAC etc)*/ 
  unsigned char  rx_nr;   /* []  from which receiver the msg came from (0..2)  */ 
  unsigned short length;  /* [bytes] length of the message                     */ 
  RX_TYPE        rx_type; /* []  type of rx msg came from (oem3,oem4,ltp etc)  */ 
  unsigned short status;  /* []  not used. Could be used for anything          */ 
  unsigned short time_status; /* [GPS_TIME, SV_TIME, NO_TIME]                  */  
  unsigned long  gps_week;/* []  GPS week number                               */ 
  double      gps_sec; /* [s]   GPS seconds into week                        */ 
  /* pc_sec and pc_usec is the PC time when the message was received           */ 
  unsigned long  pc_sec;  /* [s]  PC seconds, from gettimeofday()              */ 
  unsigned long  pc_usec; /* [us] PC microseconds, from gettimeofday()         */ 
} IMT_HEADER; 
 
 
/* Generic IMT message */ 
typedef struct   
{ 
  IMT_HEADER header;                                    /* IMT header          */ 
  unsigned char data[IMT_MAX_MSG_SIZE-IMT_HEADER_SIZE]; /* 1024-32 bytes       */ 
} IMT_MSG;  
 
/* == IMT ALMANAC message type =============================================== */ 
typedef struct  
{ 
  IMT_HEADER     header;   /*     IMT header                                   */ 
  unsigned long  prn;      /* []  sattelite id no                              */ 
  double         ecc;      /* []  eccentricity dimensionless                   */ 
  double         toa;      /* [s] almanac ref. time                            */ 
  unsigned long  wn;       /* []  almanac ref. week                            */ 
  double         OMEGADOT; /* [rad]  rate of right ascenstion                  */ 
  double         OMEGA0;   /* [rad]  right ascension                           */ 
  double         w;        /* [rad]  argument of perigee                       */ 
  double         M0;       /* [rad]  mean anomaly                              */ 
  double         af0;      /* [s]   clock aging parameter-constant term        */ 
  double         af1;      /* [s/s] clock aging parameter-first order term     */ 
  double         n;        /* [rad/s]  corrected mean motion                   */ 
  double         a;        /* [m]   semi major axis                            */ 
  double         i0;       /* [rad] Angle of inclination                       */ 
  unsigned long  health4;  /* [] sv health from subframe 4         [discretes] */ 
  unsigned long  health6;  /* [] sv health from subframe 5 page 25 [discretes] */ 
  unsigned long  health8;  /* [] sv health from almanac            [discretes] */ 
} IMT_ALMANAC_MSG;  
 
 
/* == IMT RANGE message type ================================================= */ 
typedef struct /* channel measurement */ 
{ 
  unsigned long prn;         /* []      satellite PRN number                   */ 
  unsigned long ch;          /* []      Receiver chennel number (0..11)        */ 
  double        psr;         /* [m]     Pseudorange                            */ 
  double        adr;         /* [m]     Accumulated Doppler                    */ 
  float         dop;         /* [Hz]    Doppler Frequency                      */ 
  float         sno;         /* [dB/Hz] Signal/Noise                           */ 
  float         locktime;    /* [s]     Time locked                            */ 
  unsigned char phase_lock;  /* [0,1]   phase lock loop indicator   (1=lock)   */ 
  unsigned char code_lock;   /* [0,1]   carrier lock loop indicator (1=lock)   */ 
  unsigned char parity_known;/* [0,1]   parity known                (1=lock)   */ 
  unsigned char reserved;    /*         can be used for anything               */ 
} IMT_RANGE_CHANNEL; 



 

 

 
typedef struct /* RANGE message (only L1 data used for now) */ 
{ 
  IMT_HEADER        header;                    /* IMT header                   */ 
  unsigned long     l1_obs;                    /* Number of L1 observations    */ 
  unsigned long     l2_obs;                    /* Number of L2 observations    */ 
  IMT_RANGE_CHANNEL l1_data[IMT_MAX_CHANNELS]; /* L1 data each channel         */ 
  IMT_RANGE_CHANNEL l2_data[IMT_MAX_CHANNELS]; /* L2 data each channel         */ 
} IMT_RANGE_MSG; 
 
 
/* == IMT EPHEMERIS message type ============================================= */ 
typedef struct  
{ 
  IMT_HEADER    header;          /* IMT header                                 */ 
  unsigned long prn;             /* satellite PRN number                       */ 
  char          subframe[3][30]; /* each ephemeris has 3 subframe              */ 
  unsigned char filler[2];       /* pad to mod 4 bytes                         */ 
} IMT_EPHEMERIS_MSG; 
 
#endif 
 




